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The two-
week
rally that

started in late November ended
rather abruptly last week.

The preceding two weeks had seen
fairly strong gains for global
bourses, following the major
November global sell-off. The
gains had been fuelled by anticipation of a US interest rate cut and a US
government bailout plan for subprime mortgages.

Now that both of these have come to pass, investors have started to worry
again — which was to be expected as a host of external uncertainties remain.

Indeed, the sell-off last week started with the US Federal Reserve’s rate cut
decision on Tuesday. Ironically this was the same pattern earlier, as the
November global sell-off started right after the last Halloween rate cut at the
end of October.

The Fed cut interest rates by 25 basis points. While the cut was expected,
some had hoped for an even larger 50 basis point reduction. More importantly
perhaps, the Fed’s accompanying statement failed to reassure investors that
more interest cuts were on the cards. Many had hoped the Fed will cut rates
aggressive to avert a recession.

While the US economy is showing signs of weakening, inflationary pressures
are rising as well, especially with current high energy and commodity prices.

Data released on
Thursday showed the
US Producer Price
Index data, which
measures inflation at
the wholesale level,
rose by 3.2% in
November, the
highest rise in over
three decades.

On Tuesday, Wall
Street greeted the
Federal Reserve’s
decision with a 294-
point drop for the Dow
Jones Industrials
Average index. That
sent regional markets
plunging on
Wednesday, and the
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         12.30pm: KLCI 1,221.68 (-17.97); FBMEmas 8,251.16 (-125.41); FBM2BRD 5,753.59 (-63.98); Up 90; Down 461; Unch 208; Vol: 335.15m shares.
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Wednesday, and the
KLCI was on a losing
streak towards the end of the week.

The market malaise has prompted the Fed and other central banks to pump in
more liquidity to avert a credit crunch. But that, in turn, is sending worrying
signals for investors.

From a historic high of 1,440.4 chalked up just over a week ago, on Dec 6,
2007, the KLCI fell to below the 1,400-point mark during intra-day trading last
Friday. The index ended Friday at 1,403.4 — down 30.6 points or 2.13% for
the week. 
Regional markets - including ours — will continue to track Wall Street’s daily
movements.

With much of the recent expectations of the US interest rate cut and the bailout
of sub-prime borrowers already passed, investors will now have to scrutinise
each piece of US economic data to assess the prospects for growth ahead.

Portfolio review 
Despite the KLCI and the broader market’s weakness, our model portfolio
surprisingly fared very well last week.

Our basket of 12 stocks actually chalked up a decent gain of 2.01%, compared
with the KLCI’s fall of 2.1%. Including cash, the total portfolio value rose by a
smaller margin of 1.54% to RM578,649.

The portfolio’s present total value represents a significant achievement
compared with our initial capital of just RM160,000. We started the model
portfolio on March 3, 2003.

Our total profits are currently very substantial at RM418,649, of which just
under half — or RM196,755 — have been realised from earlier investments.
This represents a hefty return of 261.7% compared with our capital of
RM160,000. We continue to outperform the KLCI significantly, which is up by
117% in the same period.

Last week, we had five gainers, four losers and three unchanged stocks. Three
of our stocks performed very well — namely Dijaya (up 8.3%), Muhibbah (up
6.8%) and Masteel (up 2.5%). The losers were led by EON Capital (down
6.7%) and Bumiputra-Commerce (down 4.5%).

In view of the current market uncertainties, we are opting to leave our portfolio
unchanged.

Note: This report is brought to you by Asia Analytica Sdn Bhd, a licensed investment adviser.  Please exercise your own
judgment or seek professional advice for your specific investment needs. We are not responsible for your investment
decisions. Our shareholders, directors and employees may have positions in any of the stocks mentioned.
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